The origin of the CN radical in comets: A review from observations and models
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Abstract

The origin of CN radicals in comets is not completely understood so far. We present a study of CN and HCN production rates and CN Haser scale lengths showing that: (1) at heliocentric distances larger than 3 AU, CN radicals could be entirely produced by HCN photolysis; (2) closer to the Sun, for a fraction of comets CN production rates are higher than HCN ones whereas (3) in the others, CN distribution cannot be explained by the HCN photolysis although CN and HCN production rates seem to be similar. Thus, when the comets are closer than 3 AU to the Sun, an additional process to the HCN photolysis seems to be required to explain the CN density in some comets.

The photolysis of HC\textsubscript{3}N or C\textsubscript{2}N\textsubscript{2} could explain the CN origin. But the HC\textsubscript{3}N production rate is probably too low to reproduce CN density profile, even if uncertainties on its photolysis leave the place for all possible conclusions. The presence of C\textsubscript{2}N\textsubscript{2} in comets is a reliable hypothesis to explain the CN origin; thus, its detection is a challenging issue. Since C\textsubscript{2}N\textsubscript{2} is very difficult to detect from ground-based observations, only in situ measurements or space observations could determine the contribution of this compound in the CN origin.

Another hypothesis is a direct production of CN radicals by the photo- or thermal degradation of complex refractory organic compounds present on cometary grains. This process could explain the spatial profile of CN inside jets and the discrepancy noted in the isotopic ratio $^{14}$N/$^{15}$N between CN and HCN. Laboratory studies of the thermal and UV-induced degradation of solid nitrogenated compounds are required to model and validate this hypothesis.

\( \copyright 2005 \) Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The CN radical was one of the first species, with the C\textsubscript{2} radical, to be detected in the cometary environment at the end of the XIXth century. The detection of HCN was first claimed by Huebner et al. (1974) in comet C/1973 E1 (Kohoutek). Whereas this detection is controversial, because of the low signal-to-noise ratio of the signal, it seemed to explain the origin of the CN radical since Combi and Delsemme (1980b) had shown that the Haser scale length of CN production was coherent with HCN photolysis. Subsequently, HCN has been securely detected in comet 1P/Halley by three independent teams (Despois et al., 1986; Schloerb et al., 1986; Winnberg et al., 1987).

Using a better value of the expansion velocity of the gas in the coma, Bockelée-Morvan et al. (1984) showed that the HCN production rates upper limits were smaller than the CN ones and that the CN parent Haser scale length could not be associated with the HCN photodissociation alone (Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 1985). After this publication, the origin of the cometary
CN radicals became highly debated and several gaseous molecules have been proposed as a second parent: C$_2$N$_2$ (Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 1985; Festou et al., 1998), HC$_3$N (Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 1985; Krasnopolsky, 1991) or even C$_4$N$_2$ (Krasnopolsky, 1991). Another hypothesis is that CN could be directly emitted from grains. This was first proposed in order to explain CN jets in comet 1P/Halley (A’Hearn et al., 1986a). Furthermore, comparative studies between comets supported the dust as CN source (Newburn and Spinrad, 1989; A’Hearn et al., 1995), since the CN and dust production rates seem to be correlated. Other authors, like Klavetter and A’Hearn (1994), proposed that CN could be produced by another extended source: a source other than the nucleus or a gaseous parent.

In this paper, we present a review about available data of CN radical observations and current interpretations in order to extract a global view of the recurrent problem: the origin of the cometary CN radical.

We first present a compilation of the published CN Haser scale lengths from which we derive an average value of CN parent scale length at 1 AU at minimum solar activity. This average value is compared to the photolysis data of several possible gaseous parent molecules. Then we compare the HCN and CN production rates in several comets and discuss the implications of the production rate uncertainties. Finally, we study the case of the CN jets.

2. CN scale lengths

In order to constrain the formation process(es) of CN radicals in comets, one can study its distribution in the coma. In a first approximation, one can consider that this distribution is directly related to the kinetics of the formation process(es). Thus, it can be compared with the destruction process of HCN and other CN-bearing molecules.

According to the Haser (1957) model, such a distribution can be modeled with two scale lengths: a “parent scale length” ($l_p$) and a “daughter scale length” ($l_d$). The hypotheses of this model are that: (1) the production rate is in steady state; (2) CN radicals are produced by the photodissociation of a single parent molecule and (3) the motion from the nucleus is radial for both parent and daughter molecules. Then, the density per unit volume follows the law

$$n(r) = \frac{Q_p}{4\pi r^2 V_{\text{gas}}} \frac{l_d}{l_p} \left( e^{-r/l_p} - e^{-r/l_d} \right),$$

where $n(r)$ is the density of CN radicals at a distance $r$ from the nucleus, $Q_p$ the production rate of the parent molecule and $V_{\text{gas}}$ the expansion velocity of the daughter molecules in the coma. In this model, the parent scale length is the characteristic length of CN production and the daughter scale length is the characteristic length of CN dissociation. In a first approximation, one can consider that the parent scale length is related to the photodissociation rate of the parent molecule $\beta_p$ through $l_p = V_{\text{gas}}/\beta_p$; but as we will see in Section 4, a better estimation is achieved with the model of Combi and Delsemme (1980a), which takes into account the excess energy acquired by the fragment during the photodissociation process.

As the photodissociation rates vary as $R_H^2$ (where $R_H$ is the heliocentric distance in astronomical unit) and the expansion velocity as approximately as $R_H^{-0.5}$ (Cochran and Schleicher, 1993; Biver et al., 1999a), if we consider a pure Haser model, then the scale lengths should vary approximately as $R_H^{1.4}$. If we use the model of Combi and Delsemme (1980a), we find that the parent scale length should vary approximately as $R_H^{1.4}$ (see Section 4).

We have compiled all the CN Haser parent and daughter scale lengths that we have found in the literature. This allows us to constrain a mean value at 1 AU as well as the variation of these scale lengths as a function of the heliocentric distance of the parent and daughter scale lengths. The comparison with the observed distribution and photodissociation rates of the possible gaseous parent molecules is then discussed using the model of Combi and Delsemme (1980a).

2.1. Compilation of the CN scale lengths

We have compiled 104 values of CN Haser parent scale lengths (Combi, 1978; Combi and Delsemme, 1980b; Delsemme and Combi, 1983; Fink et al., 1991; Meredith et al., 1992; Newburn and Spinrad, 1984; Rauer et al., 2003; Umbach et al., 1998; Woodney et al., 2002). For each value, we have quoted the heliocentric distance ($R_H$) and the date of the observation. Fig. 1a shows the CN parent scale lengths as a function of the heliocentric distance. As one can see in this figure, there is a great dispersion between these values, which are indeed bracketed by the functions $6 \times 10^5 R_H^{1.4}$ and $5.2 \times 10^6 R_H^{1.4}$ km.

We have also compiled 38 values of the CN daughter scale lengths (Combi, 1978; Combi and Delsemme, 1980b; Fink et al., 1991; Meredith et al., 1992; Umbach et al., 1998; Woodney et al., 2002). As one can see in Fig. 2a, the CN daughter scale lengths as a function of the heliocentric distance also exhibit a great dispersion: they lie between $4 \times 10^4 R_H^{1.4}$ and $8.5 \times 10^5 km R_H^{1.4}$.

2.2. Reduction of the scale lengths to the minimum of solar flux

One possible source of the dispersion in the values of CN scale lengths could be the change of solar activity between the different periods of observations. Meredith et al. (1992) have shown that the measured values at
1 AU of parent scale lengths rise when the solar flux decreases.

So, in order to compare them with the photodissociation rates of parent molecules which are calculated for quiet Sun conditions, the CN parent scale lengths have been normalized to the minimum of solar activity.

We used the formula

\[ l_{\text{norm}} = l_{\text{orig}} \left( \frac{F}{F_{\text{min}}} \right) \]

where \( l_{\text{orig}} \) is the original scale lengths, \( l_{\text{norm}} \) the “normalized” scale lengths, i.e., those which have been recalculated and \( F \) the flux at Lyman \( z \) at the date of the observation. We have used the Lyman \( z \) flux calculated by Woods et al. (2000), available on the site of the NOAA (ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR_DATA/SOLAR_UV/SOLAR2000/Five_cycle_v1_23a.txt). As one can see in Fig. 1b, the dispersion of the parent scale lengths is not reduced by this operation, and at this stage, a similar result is found for the daughter scale lengths. However, the mean value of the normalized scale length are larger, because the solar flux \( F \) is larger than \( F_{\text{min}} \) (see Section 2.5).

2.3. Reduction of the scale lengths to an expansion velocity of 1 km s\(^{-1}\)

Another possible source of dispersion in the value of CN scale lengths could be the difference of the gas expansion velocity between more or less active comets (see Bockelée-Morvan et al., 1990; Combi, 2002). For example, the expansion velocity observed in the very active C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) was greater than in any others comets observed up to now. So, we have reduced all the scale lengths to a gas expansion velocity of 1 km s\(^{-1}\), considering that the expansion velocity in all comets was the one measured in 1P/Halley (0.85\( R_{\text{H}} \) km s\(^{-1}\); Cochran and Schleicher, 1993) except

Fig. 1. (a) Original CN parent scale lengths as a function of the heliocentric distance \( R_{\text{H}} \). The black line is the best fit (1.93 \( \times 10^4 \) \( R_{\text{H}} \) km) and the dotted lines represent the functions 6 \( \times 10^3 \) \( R_{\text{H}} \) and 5.2 \( \times 10^3 \) \( R_{\text{H}} \) km. (b) CN parent scale lengths normalized to the minimum of solar flux as a function of the heliocentric distance \( R_{\text{H}} \). The black line is the best fit (2.5 \( \times 10^4 \) \( R_{\text{H}} \) km) and the dotted lines represent the functions 8 \( \times 10^3 \) \( R_{\text{H}} \) and 6 \( \times 10^3 \) \( R_{\text{H}} \) km. (c) CN parent scale lengths normalized to the minimum of solar flux and to an expansion velocity of 1 km s\(^{-1}\) (see text) as a function of the heliocentric distance \( R_{\text{H}} \). The black line is the best fit (3.1 \( \times 10^4 \) \( R_{\text{H}} \) km) and the dotted lines represent the functions 10\(^4 \) \( R_{\text{H}} \) and 7 \( \times 10^4 \) \( R_{\text{H}} \) km.
in C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp), where it was $1.12R_H^{0.42}$ km s$^{-1}$ (Biver et al., 2002).

We have presented the parent scale lengths normalized to the minimum of solar flux and an expansion velocity of 1 km s$^{-1}$ in Fig. 1c. The dispersion of the values is still not reduced by the operation.

2.4. Possible origin of the dispersion of the values of the CN H~aser scale lengths

We have shown that the changes in the solar flux or in the expansion velocity between more or less productive comets are not responsible for the dispersion observed on the measured parent CN scale lengths. Thus, another explanation of such dispersion of the CN H~aser scale lengths could be that an artifact is introduced by the H~aser model. Indeed, most spatial measurements only yield to a family of solutions consisting of numerous parent and daughter scale length pairs that yield equally good fits with the H~aser model.

In order to illustrate this fact, we studied two CN spatial profiles. The first one was published by Womack et al. (1994) and was acquired on comet 1P/Halley on December 14, 1985 at 1.28 AU from the Sun. The measurements extend from $8 \times 10^3$ to $5 \times 10^5$ km from the nucleus (Fig. 3a). The second one was published by Fink et al. (1991) and was measured on comet 1P/Halley on January 11, 1986 at 0.86 AU. It extends from $4 \times 10^3$ to $9 \times 10^4$ km from the nucleus (Fig. 4a). For both profiles, we have searched the best fit with a H~aser model by $\chi^2$ minimizing. Figs. 3b and 4b represent the $\chi^2$ which is achieved for each pairs of parent and daughter scale lengths for both profiles.
extension of measurements (5 × 10^5 km) is greater than the derived daughter scale length (2.6 × 10^5 km), seem to be reliable. On the other hand, the second set of measurements can be fitted with a large number of parent and daughter scale lengths (Fig. 4b). Moreover, it allows us to point out the fact that the determination of the daughter Haser scale length with this second profile is not achievable with a good accuracy. Indeed, the extension of this second profile (up to 9 × 10^4 km from the nucleus) is smaller than the daughter scale length (about 3.2 × 10^5 km); hence, it could not be used to determine the daughter scale lengths.

These results show that only spatial profiles obtained with a telescope with a field of view extending further than the daughter scale length l_d allow one to determine parent and daughter scale lengths at the same time. That is the reason why, generally, when the extension of a spatial profile is shorter than the daughter scale length, a value of the daughter scale length is assumed in order to compute a parent scale length. So, if a wrong daughter value is assumed, then the resulting parent value is also likely incorrect.

2.5. Fit of the CN daughter scale lengths as a function of the heliocentric distance

Selecting only profiles taken with a wide enough field of view, we have kept 20 scale length values and rejected 18. This selection is presented in Fig. 2b (original scale lengths) and in Fig. 2c (scale lengths normalized to the minimum of solar flux).

This selection allows us to reduce the dispersion observed for the measurements on daughter scale lengths. The remaining dispersion could be due to short-term variation of the CN production rates. Indeed, some profiles that have an extension greater than 10^5 km from the nucleus exhibit some wavy structures characteristic of a time-dependent production rate related to the rotation of the nucleus (Combi and Fink, 1993; Combi et al., 1994). As the Haser model considers that the production rate is in steady state, these wavy structures could prevent a good determination of the scale lengths even if the extension of the profile is large.

Then, we have fitted the logarithm of the daughter scale length as a function of the logarithm of the heliocentric distance by a straight line. Three fits are presented in Fig. 2a, b and 2c, respectively, and the results are summarized in Table 2. For the original scale lengths, the best fit on the selected values is obtained for l_d = 3.6 × 10^5 R_H km (Fig. 2b). This mean value scaled at 1 AU and the heliocentric dependence are in accordance with the values previously published, which range from 2.1 to 4.2 × 10^5 km with an exponent of 2.

On the other hand, the best fit obtained for the selected scale length normalized to the minimum of solar flux is
obtained with \( l_d = 5.3 \times 10^5 R_{1,6}^{1.6} \) km. The mean value at 1 AU is almost double when the daughter scale lengths are normalized to the minimum of solar flux. Even if the daughter scale lengths are sensitive to the solar flux, changes of the latter cannot by itself explain their dispersion. Moreover, in the case of the corrected daughter scale lengths, we find a heliocentric dependence of \( 1.6 \pm 0.2 \), which is in agreement with that expected from the Haser model.

### 2.6. Fit of the CN parent scale lengths as a function of heliocentric distance

Before we fit the parent scale length as a function of the heliocentric distance, we have tried to select some values in order to reduce the dispersion. We have searched correlations between the value of parent scale length and the value of daughter scale length which was assumed when fitting the spatial distribution, or with the activity of the comet (i.e., the gas expansion velocity). We found that no correlation and no selection could be achieved as we did for the daughter scale lengths. Thus, we have kept the complete set of 104 values of parent scale lengths.

We have fitted the parent scale length \( l_p \) as a function of the heliocentric distance \( R_{H} \) in a log–log plot; the same was done for the \( l_p \) values normalized to the minimum of solar flux and to \( 1 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) expansion velocity. These three fits are presented in Fig. 1a–c, respectively, and results are summarized in Table 3, which also gives the correlation coefficient for each fit.

The correlation coefficients of the three fits are similar. Consequently, the corrections by the solar flux and the gas expansion velocity do not improve the fit as already noted. Our derived mean value scaled at 1 AU, and the heliocentric dependence (on original scale lengths) is in agreement with the values previously published (see Table 1). The results on the scale lengths normalized to the minimum of solar flux are similar except the mean values scaled at 1 AU, which are slightly higher. Depending on the case, we find a heliocentric dependence ranging from 1.8 to 2.1. This large value cannot be explained either by the Haser model or the model of Combi and Delsemme (1980a) (Tables 2 and 3).

### 3. Comparison of the production rates of CN and HCN

The quantum yield of CN production from HCN photodissociation is equal to 0.97 (Huebner et al., 1992). Because this yield is close to 1, if HCN is the only parent molecule of the CN radical, then the values of CN and HCN production rates should be close. Thus, we have compiled and compared published data in order to test the hypothesis of a single parent molecule for CN.

#### 3.1. Compilation of the CN and HCN production rates

For CN radicals, we have chosen to compile only values that were obtained by narrow-band photometry with IHW filters, since the measurements performed by spectrophotometry with a narrow slit only view a small fraction of the coma. Therefore, among all CN production rates available in the literature, we have mainly considered the data of the team of D.G.
Schleicher and M.F. A’Hearn (see A’Hearn et al., 1995), who have published a consistent set of values for numerous comets. Indeed, it can be pointed out that production rates that have been obtained by different authors for the same comet at the same time could be different. Fink and Combi (2004) have shown that this difference is partly due to the use of different parameters to convert flux into production rates (parent and daughter scale lengths and fluorescence factors). Thus, we have gathered the observed fluxes and all the required parameters in order to perform our own consistent determination of CN production rates (heliocentric and geocentric distance, field of view and heliocentric velocity). This calculation has been made using formula (2) derived from the Hase model (O’Dell and Osterbrock, 1962; Boehnhardt et al., 1989):

\[
N = \frac{Q_p}{V_{\text{gas}}} \rho \left( \frac{l_d}{l_d - l_p} \right) \left[ \int_x^\infty K_0(x) \, dx + \frac{1}{\mu} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\mu} \right) + K_1(\mu x) - K_1(x) \right],
\]

where \(N\) is the total number of radicals within a circular aperture of radius \(r\), \(Q_p\) the production rate in molecules s\(^{-1}\), \(V_{\text{gas}}\) the expansion velocity of the gas in the coma, \(l_p\) and \(l_d\) the Haser parent and daughter scale lengths, \(\mu = l_p/l_d\), \(x = \rho/l_p\) and \(K_0\) and \(K_1\) are modified Bessel functions of the second kind of order 0 and 1. In

### Table 1

Previous mean values of CN scale lengths published in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent scale length of the CN radical in 10(^3) km at 1 AU</th>
<th>Heliocentric dependence</th>
<th>Daughter scale length of the CN radical in 10(^3) km at 1 AU</th>
<th>Heliocentric dependence</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21.9 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Combi and Delsemme (1980b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Newburn and Spinrad (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cochran (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Combi and Delsemme (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Newburn and Spinrad (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 ± 14(^a)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>320 ± 200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fink et al. (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 ± 17(^b)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Randall et al. (1992), via A’Hearn et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 ± 14(^c)</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>300 ± 25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rauer et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 ± 2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lara et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Average for the preperihelion period of comet Halley.

\(^b\) Average for the postperihelion period of comet Halley.

\(^c\) This value has been obtained from measurements on comet Hale-Bopp between 2.5 and 8 AU.

### Table 2

Fits of the daughter scale lengths as a function of the heliocentric distance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean value at 1 AU in 10(^3) km</th>
<th>Heliocentric dependence</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original scale lengths</td>
<td>320 ± 42</td>
<td>1.36 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected original scale lengths</td>
<td>360 ± 34</td>
<td>2.02 ± 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected scale lengths normalized to the minimum of solar flux</td>
<td>533 ± 32</td>
<td>1.58 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The error bars are given at 1\(\sigma\). \(R\) is the correlation coefficient of the fit.

### Table 3

Results of the fits on the CN parent scale lengths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean value at 1 AU in 10(^3) km</th>
<th>Heliocentric dependence</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original scale lengths</td>
<td>19.3 ± 1</td>
<td>1.86 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale lengths normalized to the minimum of solar flux</td>
<td>25.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td>1.81 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale lengths normalized to the minimum of solar flux and of an expansion velocity of 1 km s(^{-1})</td>
<td>30.9 ± 1.3</td>
<td>2.08 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The error bars are given at 1\(\sigma\). \(R\) is the correlation coefficient of the fit.
this calculation, we have used the values of CN scale lengths determined in Section 1 and the g-factors (fluorescence factors) from Tatum (1984) to convert measured fluxes into a number of radicals. This procedure allows us to reduce the dispersion between the CN production rate values as shown by Fink and Combi (2004) on comet 46P/Wirtanen.

Since the HCN production rates depend on the model, and especially on the assumed excitation scheme, we have chosen a consistent set of data derived from observations of numerous comets in the radio wavelengths by the Meudon team (composed of J. Crovisier, D. Bockelée-Morvan, N. Biver and coworkers). Whenever possible, we have used the re-evaluations performed by Biver (1997) with an excitation model which takes into account fluorescence as well as collisions with neutral molecules and electrons in the inner coma.

3.2. Comparison of the CN and HCN production rates for different comets

Below we present the details of our compilation for each studied comet.

3.2.1. C/1983 H1 (IRAS-Aracki-Alcock)

Bockelée-Morvan et al. (1984) have unsuccessfully searched the \( J = 1 \rightarrow 0 \) HCN radio lines in this comet. They have determined a very low upper limit of \( 2.4 \times 10^{25} \) molecules s\(^{-1} \) for the HCN production rate at 1 AU (on May 13, 1983). On the other hand, A’Hearn et al. (1983) measured a CN production rate of \( 5 \times 10^{25} \) molecules s\(^{-1} \) on May 7, 1983. Thus, in this comet, the CN production rate is found to be at least two times greater than the HCN one. Therefore, Bockelée-Morvan et al. (1984) concluded that CN should not be the only parent of the CN radical.

3.2.2. 21P/Giacobini-Zinner (1985 perihelion)

Bockelée-Morvan et al. (1987) have published an upper limit of \( 2.1 \times 10^{25} \) molecules s\(^{-1} \) for the HCN production rate at \( R_H = 1.03 \) AU, whereas Schleicher et al. (1987) have published a CN production rate of \( 4 \times 10^{25} \) molecules s\(^{-1} \) at the same heliocentric distance. Thus, as for IRAS-Aracki-Alcock, it seems that HCN is not the single parent of the CN radical.

3.2.3. C/1986 P1 (Wilson)

Crovisier et al. (1990) have unsuccessfully searched for HCN in this comet. When the comet was at 1.26 AU from the Sun, they have derived an upper limit for its production rate of \( 3 \times 10^{25} \) molecules s\(^{-1} \). At the same time, Schulz et al. (1993) have obtained narrow-band CCD images. Using a vectorial model, they have derived a production rate of about \( 2.3 \times 10^{26} \) molecules s\(^{-1} \) at a heliocentric distance of 1.21 AU. Thus, CN production rates are 10 times larger than HCN ones. So, clearly for this comet, an additional process of CN production is required.

3.2.4. 1P/Halley

In comet Halley, HCN has always been observed through its \( J = 1 \rightarrow 0 \) line and we found 22 values of HCN production rates in Bockelée-Morvan et al. (1987) and Schloerb et al. (1986) for heliocentric distances between 0.59 and 1.78 AU. At the same time, we have gathered 148 values of CN production rates for heliocentric distances between 0.67 and 2.41 AU (Schleicher et al., 1998; Catalano et al., 1986; Churymov and Rosenbush, 1991).

Comet Halley appeared during the minimum of solar activity. In our recalculation of CN production rates (see Fig. 5), we have used our normalized CN scale lengths (i.e., \( l_p = 2.5 \times 10^5 R_H^{1.8} \) km and \( l_d = 5.3 \times 10^5 R_H^{1.6} \) km) and an expansion velocity of \( 0.85 R_H^{-0.5} \) km s\(^{-1} \) (Cochran and Schleicher, 1993).

However, even if our recalculation has reduced the dispersion, we find that the values of CN production rates, presented in Fig. 5, are still scattered. This dispersion might be due to short-term variations due to the rotation of the nucleus (Schleicher et al., 1990). This prevents us from deriving a clear conclusion from these data. But the lowest CN productions rates are approximately equal to the HCN ones, whereas the highest values are twice the HCN ones. So even if no definitive conclusion can be put forward, this suggests that the CN radical could have another source than the HCN photodissociation.

3.2.5. C/1989 X1 (Austin)

For comet Austin, six values of HCN production rates (Biver, 1997) are available for heliocentric
distances between 1.07 and 1.13 AU. These values are re-evaluations of those of Crovisier et al. (1993). For CN production rates, we have compiled 12 values (Waniak et al., 1994) ranging from 0.7 to 1.3 AU. All the observations were made during the postperihelion phase.

Comet Austin appeared during the maximum of solar activity; thus, for the re-evaluations of the CN production rates, we have used the scale lengths $l_p = 1.9 \times 10^4 R_H^{0.9}$ km and $l_d = 3.6 \times 10^5 R_H^2$ km (see Section 1). For the gas expansion velocity inside the coma, we have taken a value identical to the one measured on comet Halley: $0.85 R_H^{0.5}$ km s$^{-1}$. HCN and CN production rates are presented as a function of the heliocentric distance in Fig. 6.

Again, HCN production rates near 1.1 AU are two times lower than the CN ones. So HCN cannot be the single parent molecules of the CN radical in comet Austin.

3.2.6. C/1990 K1 (Levy)

For comet Levy, we have found five values of HCN production rates (Biver, 1997) for heliocentric distances between 1.33 and 1.35 AU during the preperihelion phase. As for comet Austin, these values are re-evaluations of Crovisier et al. (1993). For the preperihelion phase, we found 48 values of CN production rates (Schleicher et al., 1991; Magdziarz et al., 1995). Comet Levy appeared during the maximum of the solar activity, so for the re-evaluation of CN production rates, we have used exactly the same parameters as for comet Austin. HCN and CN productions are presented as a function of the heliocentric distance in Fig. 7.

For comet Levy, HCN and CN productions are equal at a heliocentric distance of roughly 1.3 UA, suggesting that there is no additional source of CN radical.

3.2.7. C/1996 B2 (Hyakutake)

For comet Hyakutake, we have compiled 20 values of HCN production rates (Biver et al., 1999b) for heliocentric distances between 0.25 and 1.8 AU during the preperihelion phase. We can note that HCN has also been observed in the infrared near 3.3 μm (Magee-Sauer et al., 2002). The only derived production rate is about two times higher than that derived from millimeter observations at the same heliocentric distance. By Schleicher and Osip (2002) 108 values of CN production rates have been published. For the re-evaluations of the CN production rates, we have used the same values of scale lengths as for the comet Halley since comet Hyakutake appeared during the minimum of solar activity. For the expansion velocity, we have taken a value of $0.88 R_H^{0.62}$ km s$^{-1}$ measured in this comet (Biver et al., 1999b).

HCN and CN production rates as a function of the heliocentric distance are displayed in Fig. 8, except for the HCN production rate derived from infrared observation. Several outbursts occurred during the preperihelion phase of comet Hyakutake: a first one in March 20 (Schleicher and Osip, 2002) when the comet was at 1.16 AU from the Sun and a second one between April 13.9 and 15.7 at 0.56 AU (Biver et al., 1999b). After this second outburst, the production rates of all parent molecules (CO, H$_2$CO, CH$_3$OH, CS) have decreased. This fact is also true for HCN as seen in Fig. 8. The trend of the production rates in the

---

Fig. 6. CN and HCN production rates for comet C/1989 X1 (Austin) as a function of the heliocentric distance $R_H$. HCN production rates are represented as black squares and CN as open circles. The gray line is a fit by a power law of the CN production rates. To recalculate the CN production rates, we have used $l_p = 1.93 \times 10^4 R_H^{0.9}$ km, $l_d = 3.6 \times 10^5 R_H^2$ km and $V_{gas} = 0.85 R_H^{1.5}$ km s$^{-1}$.

Fig. 7. CN and HCN production rates for comet C/1990 K1 (Levy) as a function of the heliocentric distance $R_H$. HCN production rates are represented as black squares and CN as open circles. The gray line is a fit by a power law of the CN production rates. To recalculate the CN production rates, we have used $l_p = 1.93 \times 10^4 R_H^{0.9}$ km, $l_d = 3.6 \times 10^5 R_H^2$ km and $V_{gas} = 0.85 R_H^{1.5}$ km s$^{-1}$.
The preperihelion phase of comet Hyakutake is complex.
Thus, it prevents us from giving a clear conclusion.
However, one can note that for all the heliocentric
distances, the HCN and CN production rates
are approximately equal.

3.2.8. C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp)

For comet Hale-Bopp, we have gathered 49 values of HCN production rates (Biver, 1997; Biver et al., 1999a, 2002) for heliocentric distances between 0.92 and 6.39 AU. As for comet C/1996 B2 Hyakutake, HCN has also been observed in the infrared; the derived production rates are about two times higher than those derived from millimeter observations (Magee-Sauer et al., 1999). For the CN production rates, we have compiled 52 values (Rauer et al., 2003; Schleicher et al., 1997). Since flux values have not been published, we were not able to re-evaluate the CN production rates as we did for the previous comets. However, we have modified the values of Schleicher et al. (1997) using the velocity dependence of Biver et al. (1999a). We have chosen the values of Rauer et al. (2003) despite the fact that they have been obtained from spectrophotometry (no observations by narrow-band photometry have been published for heliocentric distances greater than 3 AU). Moreover, Rauer et al. (2003) have already made this comparison between HCN and CN production rates (see their Fig. 9) for comet Hale-Bopp. Our compilation is presented in Fig. 9. We have not represented the values of HCN production rates derived from infrared observations, as they extend to a very small range of heliocentric distances. Like Rauer et al. (2003), we conclude that the production rates of the two species are approximately equal for the whole range of heliocentric distances.

3.3. Discussion

The production rates are model dependent. The CN radical production rates depend on the g-factors and on the daughter and parent scale lengths, so we have studied the sensitivity of each of these parameters on the resulting CN production rates. This study has been undertaken on the CN production rates that we have compiled on comet 1P/Halley since the details of the observations are available on a large range of heliocentric distances. The results are as follows:

1. If we use the g-factors of Schleicher et al. (1998) rather than those of Tatum (1984), the CN production rates increase up to 27%. Indeed, the g-factors of Schleicher et al. (1998) are slightly lower than those of Tatum (1984); then from the same value of flux, they lead to a greater number of radicals present in the field of view and then to a greater production rate.

2. If the daughter scale length is increased from $2.1 \times 10^4 R_H^{1.4}$ to $4.2 \times 10^5 R_H^{1.4}$ km (extreme values which have been published so far, see Table 1), the CN production rate decreases by 25%.

3. If the parent scale length is increased from $1.2 \times 10^3 R_H^{1.8}$ to $2.8 \times 10^4 R_H^{1.8}$ km (extreme values for heliocentric distances lower than 3 AU which have been published so far, see Table 1), the CN production rate increases by 93%.

This clearly shows that the most sensitive parameter for the calculation of the CN production rate with a Haser model is the parent scale length. Moreover, if one
considers all these parameters in the range of the previously published values, the resulting CN production rates vary as much as a factor of 2 as already noted by Fink and Combi (2004). These variations of CN production rates as a function of the values of parent and daughter scale lengths are illustrated in Fig. 10a and b. These figures present the minimal and maximal values which could be derived for comets Halley and Austin.

Comet Austin is an example for which the CN production rates are clearly higher than the HCN ones, whatever the values of scale lengths used (Fig. 10b). Then, for this comet, it is clear that at least half of CN radicals come from another source than the HCN photolysis. Comets IRAS-Araki-Alcock, Giacobini-Zinner and Wilson also show higher CN production rates than the HCN ones, considering that only upper limits of HCN production rates have been published. In comet Halley, it seems that the CN ones are slightly higher than the HCN ones, when the comet is closer than 1.5 AU to the Sun. But comets Hale-Bopp, Levy and Hyakutake exhibit similar CN and HCN production rates.

In conclusion, whereas CN radicals could be almost entirely produced by HCN photolysis in some comets, an additional process of CN production is required in other ones.

4. Comparison of photochemical data of some CN-bearing molecules with the CN parent scale length

Since the origin of CN is difficult to constrain by the comparison between HCN and CN production rates alone, we have compared the CN parent scale length with the photodissociation rate of the possible gaseous parent molecules. After HCN, which is the major parent molecule, we have considered some others CN-bearing molecules, CH$_3$CN, HC$_3$N and HNC, that have already been detected in cometary atmospheres (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 1999) and also C$_2$N$_2$ and C$_4$N$_2$ that have been proposed as CN parent molecules (Festou et al., 1998; Krasnopolsky, 1991). Among the detected CN-bearing molecules (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 1999):

- HC$_3$N and CH$_3$CN have production rates about 1/10 that of HCN.
- HNC is observed with an HNC/HCN varying from 0.03 to 0.2, depending on the comet and on the heliocentric distance.

Thus, HCN is by far the most important progenitor for CN.

4.1. Model of Combi and Delsemme (1980a)

The photodissociation rate cannot be directly compared to the CN parent scale length determined by a Hasar model. Since during the photodissociation process, the radical can receive an excess of energy and be released from the parent molecule in any direction, the Haser radial scale lengths have no immediate physical meaning and cannot be directly compared to the ratio of the expansion velocity to the photodissociation rate. Therefore, we have used the model of Combi and Delsemme (1980a) in order to compare the photodissociation rate to the CN parent scale length.

Using an average random walk model, Combi and Delsemme (1980a) have shown that, when the daughter scale length is much larger than the parent molecule one, which is the case for CN, the actual parent scale length
(defined as \( I_p = V_{\text{gas}}/\beta_p \)) and the observed Haser scale length \( l_{PH} \) are related by the simple formulae
\[
l_{PH} = I_p \sin \delta \quad \text{with} \quad \tan \delta = V_{\text{gas}}/V_e. \tag{3}
\]

where \( V_{\text{gas}} \) is the expansion velocity of the parent molecule, \( V_e \) the ejection velocity of the radical and \( \beta_p \) the photodissociation rate of the parent molecule. Finally, we have
\[
l_{PH} = \frac{1}{\beta_p} \frac{V^2_{\text{gas}}}{[V^2_{\text{gas}}+V^2_e]^2}. \tag{4}
\]

This formula is valid if the quantum yield of CN production is equal to one. If it is not the case, we have to multiply the photodissociation rate of the parent molecule by the quantum yield of CN production. We call the scale lengths calculated with formula (4) “effective Haser scale length”.

4.2. Photochemical data of the possible gaseous parent of the CN radical

In this section, we present the photodissociation properties of the possible gaseous parent molecules of the CN radical (HCN, CH\(_3\)CN, HC\(_3\)N, HNC, C\(_2\)N\(_2\) and C\(_4\)N\(_2\)).

4.2.1. Hydrogen cyanide (or HCN)

HCN is mainly photodissociated by vacuum ultraviolet radiations into CN radical with a quantum yield equal to 0.97 (Huebner et al., 1992). In the solar radiation field, the published values of photodissociation rates at 1 AU and quiet Sun conditions range from \( 1.1 \times 10^{-5} \) to \( 1.51 \times 10^{-5} \) s\(^{-1}\) (see Table 4), with a major contribution from Lyman \( x \) (122 nm). In this paper, we use a mean value of \( 1.3 \times 10^{-5} \) s\(^{-1}\). Jackson (1991) claimed that at this energy, CN radicals are produced in the \( B^2\Sigma^+ \), \( A^3\Pi_1 \) and \( X^2\Sigma^+ \) states. The excess velocity for these three different states has been calculated by Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier (1985) (see Table 4). But more recent studies at 122 nm have shown that the CN radical is mainly produced in the \( A^3\Pi_1 \) state (Morley et al., 1992; Cook et al., 2000). At 157 nm, the available energy for disposal in the H and CN fragments is \( 1.32 \pm 0.02 \text{ eV} \) and the rotational and vibrational energies represent 25% of the excess energy (Guo et al., 2000). Hence, we can estimate that at Lyman \( x \) the excess energy, which could be converted into kinetic energy, is \( 2.72 \text{ eV} \). Using the conservation of energy and momentum, we can evaluate that CN radicals will have an excess velocity \( V_{e,\text{HCN}} = 0.864 \pm 0.006 \text{ km s}^{-1} \). This new value of the ejection velocity of the CN radical gives strong constraints on the comparison between the CN parent scale length and the photodissociation rate of HCN (see Section 4.3).

4.2.2. Methyl cyanide (or CH\(_3\)CN)

Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier (1985) have calculated the photodestruction rate of CH\(_3\)CN in cometary conditions to be of \( 6.68 \times 10^{-6} \) s\(^{-1}\). But Halpern (1987) and Kanda et al. (1999) have shown that the CN production is a minor channel in the photodissociation of CH\(_3\)CN in the VUV region. The dominant pathway being the H elimination, the quantum yields of CN production could be lower than 0.02 (Kanda et al., 1999). Thus, the production rate of CN from CH\(_3\)CN photodissociation could be 100 times lower than that of HCN, with a value of about \( 10^{-7} \) s\(^{-1}\).

4.2.3. Cyanooacetylene (or HC\(_3\)N)

Considering that the CN production quantum yield is equal to 1, numerous values of HC\(_3\)N photodestruction rates have been published ranging from \( 2.8 \times 10^{-5} \) to \( 7.7 \times 10^{-5} \) s\(^{-1}\) (see Table 4). The higher values take into account the electronic transition \( 1^3\Delta \rightarrow \Sigma_g^+ \) (Bruston et al., 1989) around 190–230 nm (Crovisier, 1994). Then, at a first glance, those values seem to be more reliable for the total photodestruction rate of this molecule. But, the threshold for the CN production has been determined to be 185–200 nm (Clarke and Ferris, 1995). Thus, the lowest values of the HC\(_3\)N photodissociation rate should better correspond to the CN production rate from HC\(_3\)N photolysis. Hence, in the remainder of this article, we use a photodissociation rate of \( 3.4 \times 10^{-5} \) s\(^{-1}\) (Krasnopolsky, 1991). Furthermore, the quantum yield of CN production rate has never been directly measured in the VUV and Halpern et al. (1988) suggest that this quantum yield could be as low as 0.05 at 193 nm.

4.2.4. Cyanogen (or C\(_2\)N\(_2\))

Jackson (1976) and Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier (1985) have calculated the photodissociation rate of C\(_2\)N\(_2\) (see Table 4) in cometary conditions. Both values are very different (\( 9.1 \times 10^{-5} \) and \( 3.08 \times 10^{-5} \) s\(^{-1}\)). The quantum yield of CN production is also uncertain. Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier (1985) proposed a value of 2, whereas Yung et al. (1984) used a value of 0.6. The state in which CN is formed is also not very well defined, but at 122 nm it could be produced in the \( B^2\Sigma^+ \) and \( X^2\Sigma^+ \) states (Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 1985). In this case, the ejection velocity should be approximately equal to \( 2.07 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) for each radical (Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 1985) (see Table 4).

4.2.5. Dicyanoacetylene (or C\(_4\)N\(_2\))

Krasnopolsky (1991) has investigated the possibility that C\(_4\)N\(_2\) could be a parent of the CN radicals and calculated its photodissociation rate. Depending on the hypothesis on the threshold of CN production, the photodissociation rate of C\(_4\)N\(_2\) range from \( 5 \times 10^{-5} \) to \( 1.5 \times 10^{-4} \) s\(^{-1}\) (see Table 4).
4.2.6. Hydrogen isocyanide (or HNC)

No photodissociation rate in the solar radiation field has been reported for HNC. Millar et al. (1991) assume that the photodissociation rate of HNC is equal to the HCN one found in the ISM. So we have considered a photodissociation rate of HNC equal to the HCN one in the solar radiation field, i.e., $1.3 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$.

4.3. Comparison of the CN parent scale length with the HCN photodissociation rate

In order to compare the observed CN parent scale length to the photochemical data of HCN given for the minimum of solar activity, we have taken as a reference value the scale lengths that we have normalized to the minimum of solar flux. We have used Combi and Delsemme's model (1980a) in order to calculate the CN parent scale length from the HCN photodissociation rate. The results of this comparison are presented in Fig. 11. For this calculation, we have chosen a heliocentric dependence of the expansion velocity of $R_H^{-0.42}$ as measured in comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) (Biver et al., 2002) and an averaged value of HCN photodissociation rate of $1.3 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$.

As one can see in Fig. 11, if one considers only HCN as a parent of the CN radical, the heliocentric evolution of the CN parent scale lengths is not well reproduced, except for $R_H > 3$ AU, where the measured CN parent scale lengths are in agreement with the predicted ones. This is consistent with the observation of almost equal HCN and CN production rates for this range of heliocentric distances in comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) (Rauer et al., 2003). For heliocentric distances lower than 3 AU, the measured CN parent scale lengths are shorter than the predicted ones. Indeed, the calculated effective HCN scale length at 1 UA is $5.8^{+1.0}_{-1.8} \times 10^4$ km at 1 AU, whereas the observed CN parent one is about $2.5^{+2.2}_{-1.3} \times 10^4$ km. This discrepancy could be explained in part by the acceleration of the gas in the inner coma (see Section 6). Nevertheless, the HCN photodissociation alone cannot explain the spatial distribution of CN for this range of heliocentric distances and an additional

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecules</th>
<th>Photodissociation rate (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Excess energy (eV)</th>
<th>Ejection velocity (km s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCN</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>HCN $\rightarrow$ H + CN ($A^2\Pi_g$)</td>
<td>Huebner and Carpenter (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CN is formed in the state $B^2\Sigma^+$</td>
<td>Combi and Delsemme (1980a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1.51 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>$A^2\Pi_g$</td>
<td>Bockele-Morvan and Crovisier (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>$X^2\Sigma^+$</td>
<td>Huebner et al. (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>HCN $\rightarrow$ H + CN ($A^2\Pi_g$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1.26 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td></td>
<td>HCN $\rightarrow$ HCN$^+ + e^-$</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4.51 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>HCN $\rightarrow$ H + CN ($A^2\Pi_g$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>CH$_3$CN</td>
<td>Bockele-Morvan and Crovisier (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CN is formed in the state $B^2\Sigma^+$</td>
<td>Jackson (1976)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$A^2\Pi_g$</td>
<td>Huebner and Carpenter (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X^2\Sigma^+$</td>
<td>Bockele-Morvan and Crovisier (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC$_3$N</td>
<td>$7.7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>CN is formed in the state $B^2\Sigma^+$</td>
<td>Krasnopolsky (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>$A^2\Pi_g$</td>
<td>Huebner et al. (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>$X^2\Sigma^+$</td>
<td>Crovisier (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>2.5$\pm$0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Krasnopolsky (1991)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3.92 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$6.6 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_2$N$_2$</td>
<td>$9.1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>CN ($X^2\Sigma^+ + e$) + CN ($B^2\Sigma^+$)</td>
<td>Krasnopolsky (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3.08 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2 CN ($A^2\Pi_g$)</td>
<td>Bockele-Morvan and Crovisier (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>2 CN ($X^2\Sigma^+$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>2.5$\pm$0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Krasnopolsky (1991)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$N$_2$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>For $\lambda &lt; 196$ nm</td>
<td>Krasnopolsky (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>For $\lambda &lt; 232$ nm</td>
<td>Krasnopolsky (1991)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
parent is required, at least in some comets. The effective Haser scale length of this additional parent has to be smaller than $2.5 \times 10^4$ km at 1 AU.

4.4. Comparison of the CN parent scale length with the photochemical data of CH$_3$CN, HC$_3$N, HNC, C$_2$N$_2$ and C$_4$N$_2$

If another gaseous molecule could explain the difference between the measured and the effective Haser scale lengths from HCN photodissociation, its photodissociation rate has to be higher than the HCN one. This excludes CH$_3$CN and HNC, for which photodissociation rates are very close or lower than the HCN's one.

The case of HC$_3$N is more ambiguous. The absorption of one photon could produce the CN radical. But with a photodissociation rate of $3.4 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ (Krasnopolsky, 1991), a CN quantum yield of production equal to 1, an ejection velocity of $2.5 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ (Krasnopolsky, 1991) and an expansion velocity of $1 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, the effective CN parent scale length could be about $1.1 \times 10^3$ km, i.e., shorter than the HCN one. So HC$_3$N could act as a second parent of the CN radicals as proposed by Krasnopolsky (1991). If we suppose that the CN profile is correctly modeled by a Haser profile with $l_p = 2.5 \times 10^4$ km, $l_d = 5.3 \times 10^3$ km and $V_{\text{gas}} = 1 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, that the photodissociation rate of HC$_3$N is about $3.4 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ and that the quantum yield of CN production from HC$_3$N photolysis is equal to 1, then the HC$_3$N production rate has to be between 20% (for $\beta_{\text{HCN}} = 1.51 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$, $V_{\text{eHCN}} = 0.864 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ and $V_{\text{HCN}} = 4 \text{ km s}^{-1}$) and 70% (for $\beta_{\text{HCN}} = 1.1 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$, $V_{\text{eHCN}} = 0.864 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ and $V_{\text{HCN}} = 2 \text{ km s}^{-1}$) of the HCN one. These abundances are higher than the observed HC$_3$N production rate, which is only 10% of the HCN one (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 1999). Further experimental studies on the HC$_3$N photodissociation are needed to constraint the role of this compound in the origin of the cometary CN radical.

C$_2$N$_2$ was proposed as a parent molecule for the CN radicals by Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier (1985) and Festou et al. (1998). We have calculated the effective CN parent Haser scale lengths for this molecule using a quantum yield of CN production equal to 2 (Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 1985; Halpern and Yuhuia, 1997) and a photodissociation rate equal to $\beta = 3.1 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ (Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 1985; Krasnopolsky, 1991). In Fig. 12, we present the effective CN parent scale lengths from C$_2$N$_2$ photodissociation as a function of the ejection velocity at 1 AU and for three different expansion velocities. All the calculated Haser scale lengths are shorter than the measured one. Thus, a mixture of HCN and C$_2$N$_2$ could explain the observed radial profile of the CN radical. Then, we have calculated the fractions of CN radical which have to be produced from C$_2$N$_2$ and HCN photodissociation in order to reproduce a radial profile of CN. As for the study of HC$_3$N, we have supposed that the CN profiles are correctly modeled by a Haser profile with $l_p = 2.5 \times 10^4$ km, $l_d = 5.3 \times 10^3$ km and $V_{\text{gas}} = 1 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. We have found that the ratio of the C$_2$N$_2$ production rate to the HCN one has to be between 25% and 85%. Unfortunately, C$_2$N$_2$ has never been detected in comets and no upper limits have been published. The reason is that this molecule has no
allowed rotational transitions, and its low vibrational band strengths do not lead to favorable excitation conditions in the infrared (Crovisier, 1987). In the same conditions and especially for the same production rate, the C$_2$N$_2$ vibrational band at 2157 cm$^{-1}$ is 25 times less intense than the CO vibrational band at 2143 cm$^{-1}$ (Crovisier, 1987). C$_2$N$_2$ is then almost undetectable in the 5 μm window. Despite the fact that C$_2$N$_2$ also has a vibrational band at 233 cm$^{-1}$ (43 μm), it remains impossible to detect it by ground-based observations. Thus, even if the production rate of C$_2$N$_2$ is comparable to HCN one, this specie is quite difficult to detect by remote sensing. Indirect methods have been proposed by Petrie et al. (2003) consisting in trying to detect the NCCNH$^+$ ion or the polar isomer NCNC. As a matter of fact, C$_2$N$_2$ has never been detected in laboratory cometary ice analogs (Cottin et al., 1999), so its presence in comets has yet to be proven. The only astrophysical environment where this molecule has been detected is Titan’s atmosphere in which it is produced by a specific chemistry dominated by N$_2$ and CH$_4$. The case for C$_2$N$_2$ is very similar to that for C$_2$N$_2$ except that its photochemistry is very badly known.

5. Observations of gaseous jets

Since the discovery of the CN jets in comet Halley by A’Hearn et al. (1986a), it has been proposed that the CN seen in the jets could be produced by the submicronic CHON grains discovered by Kissel et al. (1986). This hypothesis was proposed because no counterpart of this CN emission was visible in nearly simultaneous images taken in the diffused continuum (A’Hearn et al., 1986a).

In comet Halley, some C$_2$, C$_3$, OH and NH jets have also been detected and they have the same features as the CN jets (Cosmovici et al., 1988; Clairemidi et al., 1990a, b). Dust jets have also been observed, but it is not clear whether they are coincident or not with the gaseous jets. On the one hand, A’Hearn et al. (1986b) mentioned that the jets do not exist in the continuum images although it appears that one of the CN jets may come from the same area on the nucleus that produces most of the dust. On the other hand, the dust jets seen with the UV spectrometer of Vega 2 are co-spatial with all the gas jets (Goidet-Devel et al., 1997).

In comet Hale-Bopp, CN, C$_2$, C$_3$, OH and NH jets have also been observed (Lederer et al., 1999). This observation confirms the detection of CN jets by Larson et al. (1997) and Mueller et al. (1999). Near the perihelion, the CN images show a spiral pattern while the continuum shows some arcs confined to the sunward side (Mueller et al., 1999; Lederer et al., 1999). In these observations, dust jets coincided with the CN jets in the sunward direction, but not in the anti-sunward direction (Lederer and Campins, 2002).

Clairemidi et al. (1990a) have studied the radial intensity of a CN jet in comparison to a diffuse component (where no jets are present) called “valley”. The CN spatial distributions in the jets and in the valley are quite similar up to 8000 km, but do not match anymore beyond this. It seems necessary to introduce a local production mechanism inside the jets to explain such a behavior. Klavetter and A’Hearn (1994) have performed a similar study. They have clearly shown that the CN radial profile of the diffuse component is different from that inside the jet. On the one hand, the profile of the diffuse component can be fitted with Haser or vectorial models, and thus is consistent with a simple photodissociation process. On the other hand, the jet profile cannot be explained by some simple process. Thus, using a numerical derivative of the profile, Klavetter and A’Hearn (1994) found that the CN production inside the jet occurs up to 15,000 km with a maximum approximately at 8000 km. This shift of the production peak from the nucleus to the coma is by definition an extended source. Klavetter and A’Hearn (1994) proposed that the CN is released from grains, the temperature of which increases with time, and therefore produce CN faster. Lederer and Campins (2002) have modeled the CN jets observed on comet Hale-Bopp with a 3-D time-dependent Monte-Carlo model considering that the daughter radicals are produced by photodissociation of parent gas and by an extended source. With this model, they have correctly reproduced the appearance of the CN jets, and also those of C$_2$ and OH. In one jet, 75% of the CN radicals seem to be produced by an extended source (Lederer and Campins, 2001).

From these three studies, we see that a large fraction of the CN that is present in the jets seems to be produced by an extended source whose productivity does not peak at the nucleus. Similar results have been obtained by Eberhardt et al. (1987) for the in situ measurements of CO by the Giotto neutral mass spectrometer (NMS). The measured density profile can only be explained if the CO production is maximum at 9000 km from the nucleus. The additional process cannot be the photodissociation of a gaseous parent, otherwise the peak production would be located at the nucleus surface where the density of the parent is maximal. The displacement of the production peak should rather be due to chemical reactions in the inner coma, release of gaseous parents during the fragmentation of grains, sublimation of icy grains or thermal degradation of large compounds present on grains. This will be discussed in Section 6.

6. Summary and discussion

We have compared CN and HCN production rates for eight comets (see Section 3). For four of them
(Austin, IRAS-Araki-Alcock, Giacobini-Zinner and Wilson), the CN production rates are significantly higher than those of HCN. This leads to the conclusion that CN radicals cannot be produced only by the HCN photolysis and that an additional process is required. For comets Halley, Levy, Hyakutake and Hale-Bopp, CN and HCN production rates are quite similar. But for all comets, the CN parent scale lengths are lower than the scale length predicted from HCN photolysis for \( R_H < 3 \) UA, as we showed in Section 4. This fact has already been noted by Lara et al. (2003). But this result has to be taken with caution since the CN production rates are only known with a factor of 2 when taking into account all uncertainties (see Fig. 10a and b).

In order to convert the measured flux into CN production rates, one needs to know the parent scale length, which is the most sensitive parameter for this calculation. Since the CN parent scale lengths are lower than those corresponding to HCN photolysis and since production rates increase with parent scale lengths, the use of the effective scale length of HCN photodissociation leads to CN productions that are two times larger than the HCN production for all comets. Thus, only a fraction of CN radicals are effectively produced by the HCN photolysis and CN production rates should be calculated only with a model that takes into account the additional CN production mechanisms.

In Section 2, we have presented a compilation of the available parent and daughter CN Haser scale lengths. These CN Haser scale lengths present a large dispersion. We have shown that this dispersion is not due to the change of solar flux or variation of the gas expansion velocity from one comet to another. This dispersion derived certainly from the fact that most spatial measurements yield to a set of satisfying solutions: several parent and daughter scale length pairs lead to good fits between the Haser model and the spatial data. In order to correctly extract both parent and daughter scales lengths, the spatial distribution of CN has to extend far enough from the nucleus. Otherwise the CN daughter scale length (and consequently the parent scale length) cannot be adequately measured. Therefore, observations with a wide field of view telescope are necessary to constrain correctly the CN Haser scale lengths. We have also pointed out that short-term variations of the CN production rate, related to the rotation of the nucleus, could also be responsible in part for the dispersion observed in the values of CN Haser scale lengths, since the Haser model supposes a steady-state production rate.

Despite the dispersion of the CN Haser parent scale lengths, we have compared them with the photodissociation rate of HCN using the model of Combi and Delsemme (1980a) (Fig. 11). When the comet is located at heliocentric distances larger than 3 UA, the CN spatial distribution is consistent with HCN photolysis. Then, at these heliocentric distances, the CN radical could be entirely produced by HCN photodissociation as already shown by Rauer et al. (2003). Nevertheless, for heliocentric distances lower than 3 AU, the observed CN parent scale lengths are shorter than the predicted ones, as already shown by Bockelee-Morvan and Crovisier (1985), Krasnopolsky et al. (1991) and Lara et al. (2003). At 1 AU, the equivalent CN Haser scale length from HCN photolysis is equal to \( 5.9 \times 10^4 \) km whereas the mean value of the observed ones is \( 2.5 \times 10^4 \) km; then the spatial distribution of CN could not be explained so far by HCN photolysis alone. The acceleration of the gas in the inner coma could partly explain this difference. Indeed, between \( 10^2 \) and \( 10^4 \) km from the nucleus, the gas expansion velocity increases by a factor roughly equal to 1.5 (Combi, 1989; Combi et al., 1997). Whereas this factor could be higher in very productive comets such as C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp), it seems to be smaller than the ratio between the predicted and observed CN parent scale lengths. Surely, this acceleration could not fully explain this discrepancy. Nevertheless, no modeling of this effect on the CN spatial distribution has ever been performed so far.

To explain the discrepancy between the observed and predicted CN Haser parent scale lengths, another hypothesis can also be put forward: the presence of another CN production mechanism than HCN photolysis. This interpretation is supported by the observation of CN jets and particularly by the CN radial distribution inside jets which are not consistent with a production from a simple photodissociation process (Klavetter and A’Hearn, 1994). Moreover, from observations of CN in several comets, Arpigny et al. (2003), Jehin et al. (2004) and Manfrord et al. (2005) have derived an anomalously low \(^{14}\text{N}/^{15}\text{N}\) isotopic ratio (about 130, compared with the terrestrial ratio of 280). This is quite different from \(^{14}\text{N}/^{15}\text{N}\) isotopic ratio determined from the radio lines of HCN observed in comet Hale-Bopp, which is, in that case, close to the terrestrial ratio (Jewitt et al., 1997). This strongly suggests another source of CN, significantly enriched in \(^{15}\text{N}\) as compared to HCN. Thus, HCN cannot be the unique source of CN radicals in comets. The different hypotheses for this additional source of cometary CN radicals are detailed below.

First, the CN spatial distribution could be explained by the photodissociation of another parent(s) molecule(s). In Section 4, we have studied the possible additional parents: \( \text{CH}_3\text{CN}, \text{HNC}, \text{HC}_3\text{N}, \text{C}_2\text{N}_2 \) and \( \text{C}_4\text{N}_2, \text{CH}_3\text{CN} \) and HNC, whose scale lengths are larger or of the same order than the one determined for CN parents, could not act as the second parent of the CN radical. \( \text{HC}_3\text{N} \) and \( \text{C}_2\text{N}_2 \) scale lengths could be consistent with the observed CN spatial profiles. The photodissociation of \( \text{HC}_3\text{N} \), and particularly the quantum yields of CN production in cometary conditions, is not well known. Nevertheless, even if we suppose a
demonstrated that \( \text{H}_2\text{CO} \) could be produced by the production rates. Cottin et al. (2004) have recently shown that there is a correlation between the CN and dust in order to explain the CN density profile. Cottin et al. (2004) have recently proposed that this process is not efficient enough to explain the HNC production in less productive comets. Cottin et al. (2004) have recently noticed that the CN density profile would be higher than the measured one (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 1999). Thus, it seems improbable that HCN could explain the CN density profile. C\(_2\)N\(_2\) has been proposed (Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 1985; Festou et al., 1998) since its photodissociation leads to an effective scale length lower than the one measured for the CN parent (see Fig. 12). Unfortunately, C\(_2\)N\(_2\) has no allowed rotational transition and its vibrational band strengths are very low (see Section 4); this leads to a very high detection limit for this compound. The hypothesis of this compound as a parent of the CN radical cannot be ruled out, but it will be hard to confirm since its detection is a very challenging issue.

Another possible mechanism is the production of CN radical by chemical reactions. Rodgers and Charnley (1998) have invoked such a process to explain the HNC extended source in comet Hale-Bopp. But it has been demonstrated that this process is not efficient enough to explain the HNC production in less productive comets such as Hyakutake or Lee (Rodgers and Charnley, 2001). It might also be the case for CN. But in order to confirm this statement, a specific model of CN production by chemical reactions has to be developed.

Finally, a mechanism where CN radical is produced directly from dust has been proposed by numerous authors. Such a mechanism was originally put forward to explain the presence of CN jets (A’Hearn et al., 1986a), since CN spatial profile inside the jets cannot be explained by the photodissociation of a gaseous molecule (Klavetter and A’Hearn, 1994). A’Hearn et al. (1995) and Newburn and Spinrad (1989) noticed that there is a correlation between the CN and dust production rates. Cottin et al. (2004) have recently demonstrated that \( \text{H}_2\text{CO} \) could be produced by the thermal degradation of polyoxymethylene (\( \text{H}_2\text{CO} \) polymer). This mechanism could then be responsible for the \( \text{H}_2\text{CO} \) extended source. A similar mechanism could be at the origin of the CN spatial distribution. Unfortunately, the model of Cottin et al. (2004) is, so far, not applicable to the CN extended source, because of the lack of chemical data concerning the degradation of high molecular weight nitrogenated compounds that could be present on cometary grains. Consequently, experimental studies on the measurements of CN production by heating and UV irradiation of nitrogenated compounds, such as HCN polymers or hexamethylene-tetramine (C\(_6\)H\(_{12}\)N\(_4\)), have to be performed.

7. Conclusion

HCN photolysis is the major process in the production of CN in cometary atmospheres, but it cannot entirely explain the CN density profile and the CN production rates in most comets. Moreover, even if in some comets, the Haser CN production rates seem to be in agreement with those of HCN, the CN density profile can never be explained by HCN photolysis alone when the comet is closer than 3 AU from the Sun. The acceleration of gas in the inner coma could play a role, but further modeling of this effect is required. As a matter of fact, an additional production of CN is necessary to explain the spatial profile of CN inside the jets as well as the discrepancy between the \( \frac{^{14}\text{N}}{^{15}\text{N}} \) isotopic ratio measured in CN and HCN.

A part of CN radicals could also be formed by HCN or C\(_2\)N\(_2\) photolysis. But, even if the production of CN radicals from the HCN photolysis is poorly documented, HCN production rate seems to be too low to explain quantitatively the CN density profile. C\(_2\)N\(_2\) is also a candidate to be the second parent of CN radicals. Unfortunately, no upper limit for its production rate has been published due to its difficult detection from ground-based observations. A challenging issue will be its in situ measurements by the Rosetta spacecraft or observations from space in the far infrared. Additionally, to get a better idea of the role of HCN and C\(_2\)N\(_2\), further experimental studies of their photolysis should be performed, mainly at 121.6 nm (Lyman \( \alpha \)).

At last, the hypothesis of the production of CN radical by photo- or thermal degradation of high molecular weight nitrogenated compounds present on cometary grains has to be explored. Modeling of this process should be done, but it requires to determine numerous chemical data concerning the degradation of adequate solid compounds. Thus, experimental measurements of the degradation of nitrogenated compounds, such as HCN polymers or hexamethylene-tetramine (C\(_6\)H\(_{12}\)N\(_4\)), have to be performed in order to test this hypothesis.
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